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Features and Benefits

Protea™ II

Universal bracket 
compatible with roofs in 
Spain and Latin America

Designed to fit 
trapezoidal-rib roofs 
with top length up to 

90 mm

Compatible  
with PVKIT 

Universal bracket 
compatible with most 
IMP roofs in Spain and 

Latin America 

4 self-piercing  
screws provided

Protea™ II features an adjustable 
attachment base and module attachment 
options to accommodate different metal 
roof profile dimensions. The bracket is 
designed to fit on common exposed-
fastened, trapezoidal-rib roof profiles in 
the Spanish and Latin American regions.

The adjustability of Protea II allows it to 
be used on trapezoidal-rib roofs with a top 
length up to 90 mm.

A versatile bracket for  mounting 
solar PV to trapezoidal-rib metal 
roof profiles.

Shown with PVKIT®



S-5!® Warning! Please use this product responsibly!
For published data regarding holding strength, bolt torque, patents 
and trademarks, visit the S-5! website at www.S-5.com.

Copyright 2024, Metal Roof Innovations, Ltd. S-5! aggressively protects its 
products, patents, trademarks, and copyrights.

Protea™II
The Right Way to attach solar PV to trapezoidal roof profiles! 

Distributed by

Our pre-applied EPDM gasket with peel-
and-stick adhesive simplifies installation, 
ensuring accurate and secure placement. 
With no messy sealants, faster installation 
and a weatherproof fit, Protea II offers 
you the most versatile solar attachment 
solution available.
No extra L-Foot required: The integrated 
L-Foot is adjustable, allowing rail or        
rail-less solar mounting. 
Ideal for rail-based solar PV installations, 
Protea II is designed to be paired with 
the S-5! PVKIT® for rail-less mounting. 
Bracket comes with an additional M8 nut 
to be used in this application. 
Protea II is the perfect solar attachment 
solution for most trapezoidal and IMP, 
exposed-fastened metal roof profiles!
Protea II is compatible with common 
metal roofing materials and comes with a 
pre-applied EPDM gasket on the base.
For design assistance, ask your 
distributor, or visit   www.S-5.com for the 
independent lab test data that can be used 
for load-critical designs and applications. 
Also, please visit our website for more 
information including metallurgical 
compatibilities and specifications.
Note: All four holes must be used to achieve 
tested strength. Fasteners are provided.
S-5! holding strength is unmatched in 
the industry. 

S-5! stands as the preferred choice 
for superior quality and effortless 
installation, earning endorsements from 
every major roof manufacturer.

5/8",  17mm

3 3/4",  95mm

Maximum and Minimum Width Adjustment

Protea II L-Foot 
position for 
side-mount rails

Protea II L-Foot 
position for PVKIT 
(rail-less mounting)


